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Lithium-ion batteries are becoming popular not only in the Electric Vehicle (EV)
market but also in other sectors because of their salient features like high terminal
voltage, fast charge/discharge capabilities, and energy density to size ratio. Bat-
teries are designed for applications depending upon their requirements. Testing
and validation of batteries before they are deployed for usage is an essential step
in the manufacturing process. Cycling battery energy involves charging using the
grid and discharging into resistive loads repeatedly while motoring the test results.
This method of cycling the batteries not only wastes energy but also limits the rate
at which they can be discharged due to dissipation issues. A need for a test system
capable of allowing higher charge/discharge rates while being able to conserve en-
ergy exists. This research work presents a battery tester capable of proving higher
C-rate capabilities while conserving energy by cycling it between two batteries.
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1.1 History and Future Perspective
Lithium "lithion/lithina" was discovered in 1817 by Arfwedson [1] and Berzelius
[2] by analyzing petalite ore. But this element was separated by Brande and Davy
in 1821 using the electrolysis of lithium oxide [3]. After a century, Lewis [4] be-
gan exploring the electrochemical properties. It was soon noted that lithium could
serve as a battery anode due to its properties like low density (0.534 g − cm3), high
specific capacity (3860 mAh− g1) and low reduce-oxidation potential. In the early
1958, the solubility of lithium was analysed by Harris [5]. The formation of the
passivation layer that was able to prevent the chemical reaction between lithium
and the electrolyte while ionic transportation is taking place contributed majorly
to the development of lithium batteries [5] [6]. These studies also increased interest
in the commercialization of non-rechargeable (primary) lithium batteries.
In the late 1960s, non-aqueous 3V lithium-ion primary batteries became avail-
able in the markets. Later, cathodes made of lithium sulfur dioxide were used in
1969. Many battery manufacturers came up, starting with Matsushita (lithium –
polycarbon mono-fluoride) in 1973, Sanyo company (lithium–manganese oxide)
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in 1975 etc. Studies to understand the intercalation process of lithium in various
materials gave rise to the development of rechargeable (secondary) batteries.
In today’s world, batteries are so ubiquitous that they are almost invisible to
us yet they are one of the most remarkable inventions with a long and storied
history and an equally exciting future. Batteries are used in wearables, portable
computer devices and even in some non-portable electronics. Apart from that,
they are now intensively used in un-manned aerial vehicles and in the EV sector.
They are also used in mission-critical applications like portable medical equipment,
mining equipment and in implanted medical devices like pacemakers.
Due to the vast spectrum of applications, research on battery chargers, test-
systems and Electric Vehicles (EVs) has been booming since the past two decades.
Battery design and manufacturing industry is advancing day by day to provide the
best possible solutions for portable energy storage for the market.
1.2 Motivation
The shift from Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles to EV’s is a venture
that requires lot of investments in the form of time, research and money. We are
in the time where the electrification of vehicles is an on-going research topic and is
advance enough for beginning commercialization. The growth of electric vehicles
is hindered by psychological factors of the mass population as well [7]. Currently,
most of the mass consumers do not fully understand the working of electric vehi-
cles or have misconceptions towards the battery pack. It is only with time that the
people will start to see the advantages of the EVs over the ICE vehicles and will
adapt to the situation. An easy comparison can be made to fill the gap between the
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understanding of the EVs and ICE vehicles. Refuelling the gas tank is the charging
of the battery, fuel delivery system is replaced by a motor controller, and the engine
is replaced by the electric motor. Also, since an electric motor is used, there is no
need for multi-speed transmission, thus increasing efficiency of the overall system.
Research on batteries for EV applications, and charging infrastructure has been
increasing since the past two decades. Recently, some of the works have been car-
ried out to increase the power level of chargers to 30 kW–200 kW by utilizing com-
ponents of the propulsion systems since the propulsion and the charging process
is not simultaneous [7]. The battery designers and manufacturers use test benches
to validate the design of their batteries. These batteries need to be tested for var-
ious conditions and scenarios. The specifications given by the designer need to
be validated by a test company, who will certify that the battery will perform as
prescribed by the manufacturer [8]-[9].
Conventionally, charge/discharge cyclic tests are performed to make sure that
the battery is performing according to the specified standards. The charge tests are
done by simply using a grid-powered source. It may be as simple as a controlled
power supply or a complex charging test bench. Discharge testing is done by con-
necting a resistive load to the battery. The discharge currents are controlled and
monitored according to the requirements of the tests. These cycles are repeated for
different test cases. Such an approach is essentially burning the grid power in the
form of heat [10]. Also, various other factors limits the charge-discharge rates that
can be tested. These limitations are explained in the further sections and a solution
is proposed to circumvent these issues.
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1.3 Need for a Battery Test Systems
Lithium-ion batteries are used in almost all consumer devices in today’s time
[11]. The electric vehicle market is booming and advancing at a fast pace. Batteries
are the main component in an electric vehicle. These batteries are subjected to
constant charge/discharge cycles at very high C-rates (measure of the rate at which
a battery is discharged relative to its maximum capacity) inside the vehicle. They
also have to undergo a lot of mechanical stress during the operation of the vehicle.
They are exposed to all kinds of temperature ranges across all climatic seasons.
These batteries have a high chance of getting damaged due to all of the above
mentioned stress, both electrical and mechanical [12]. As a result, the manufacturer
needs to make sure that they are well-suited for the desired application.
Apart from vehicles, batteries are also used in portable electronics right from
wearable devices to laptops and cellular phones. Ever since cell phones and laptop
computers became omnipresent, the popularity of lithium-ion batteries has taken
off and these devices are used by the consumer on a daily basis and hence the
batteries used in them need to be safe [13]. The manufacturer needs to make sure
that the batteries will not cause harm to the device or personnel. Hence, to make
sure that batteries are safe for use in the end application, the manufacturer has to
get them certified.
Designing of a battery pack is done by the battery designers and manufactur-
ers. After the battery has been sized and designed for a particular application, they
need to go through testing and design validation before they can be manufactured
in bulk quantities and deployed for commercial use. Qualification testing is done
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to determine whether a cell or battery pack is fit for the purpose for which it was
intended before it is approved for use in the end application [14]. This process is
particularly important if the batteries are to be deployed in "mission critical appli-
cations". These applications are the ones that solely depend on the battery power
to deliver critical service [15]. One such example of a mission critical application is
that of server backup-power systems where the server needs to depend on batteries
when the grid goes offline.
1.3.1 Qualification Testing
Comprehensive testing of the battery pack must be done before they can be
certified suitable for the applications. Qualification testing is done to ensure the
battery performs in the desired manner [16]. These tests are initially carried out
on small number of individual cells at first. The second stage is when the cells
are connected together and a battery pack is designed. These tests are mainly
charge/discharge cycles at various rates, temperatures and physical environments.
They also include tests which are done until destruction of the battery if necessary.
Qualification testing is done to make sure that the battery can perform as pre-
scribed by the designer and manufacturer. The tests are usually carried out to ver-
ify that the cells meet the manufacturer’s specification but they could also be used
to test the cells to arbitrary limits set by the applications engineer to determine
if the cells can survive under adverse conditions or unusual loads, to determine
failure modes and safety factors [17].
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1.3.2 UL Certification of Lithium Batteries
UL stands for Underwriter Laboratories which is a third-party certification com-
pany that has been around for over a century. They certify products with the aim
to make the world a safer place for both workers and consumers [18]. UL certifi-
cations are done by the manufacturers to validate their test results and make their
battery design fit for commercial applications. UL-1642 is a certification that cer-
tifies individual lithium cells [19] where as UL-2054 deals with battery packs for
portable electronics and UL-2580 deals with batteries use in electric vehicles [18].
Before performing the tests, the cells are conditioned i.e. they are continuously cy-
cled as per the manufacturer’s specifications. The specification shall be such that
the full rated capacity of the cell is utilized and the number of cycles accumulated
shall be at least equal to 25% of the advertised cycle life of the cell or cycled contin-
uously for 90 days, whichever is shorter. This UL certification conducts test on the
cell in the following areas [20]:
1. Short-circuit Test: The cell is short-circuited by connecting the positive and
negative terminals of the cell with a circuit load having a resistance load of 80
mΩ. The temperature of the battery case is recorded during the test. The bat-
tery is discharged until a fire or explosion is obtained, or until it has reached
a completely discharged state of less than 0.2 V and the battery case temper-
ature has returned to ±10◦C of ambient temperature. Tests are conducted at
20◦C and 55◦C.
2. Abnormal Charging Test: Cell is subjected to a charging current of three
times the current specified by the manufacturer by connecting it in opposite
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polarity DC-power supply.
3. Forced Discharge Test: A fully discharged cell is force-discharged by con-
necting it in series with fully charged cells of the same kind.
4. Cyclic Test: The cells under test are cycled at the rated charge/discharge
current at 20◦C and 55◦C. The tests are carried out by burning the energy in
the form of heat in a load. Rated current, maximum current, pulse current
and over-current tests are performed.
5. Crush Test: A battery is crushed between two flat surfaces. The force for
the crushing is to be applied by a hydraulic or similar force mechanism. The
flat surfaces are to be brought in contact with the cells and the crushing is
continued until an applied force of 13 kN (3000 lbs) is reached. Once the
maximum force has been obtained it is released.
6. Impact Test: The cell under test is placed on a flat surface and a 15.8mm
diameter bar is placed across the center of the cell. A 9.1kg (20lb) weight is
dropped from a height of 610mm (24 inches) on the cell under test.
7. Shock Test: The cell is secured to the testing machine by means of a rigid
mount which supports all mounting surfaces of the cell. The shocks are to be
applied in each of three mutually perpendicular directions unless it has only
two axes of symmetry in which case only two directions shall be tested. Each
shock is to be applied in a direction normal to the face of the cell. For each
shock the cell is to be accelerated in such a manner that during the initial 3 ms
the minimum average acceleration is 75 g (where g is the local acceleration
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due to gravity). The peak acceleration shall be between 125g and 175g. Cells
shall be tested at a temperature of 20◦C and 55◦C.
8. Vibration Test: A cell is subjected to simple harmonic motion with an am-
plitude of 0.8 mm. The frequency is varied at the rate of 1 Hz/min between
10Hz and 55Hz.
9. Heating Test: A cell is heated in a gravity convection or circulating air oven
with an initial temperature of 20◦C. Temperature is raised at the rate of 5◦C
per minute until 130◦C and remain for 10 minutes.
10. Low Pressure Test: Sample cells are stored for 6 hours at an absolute pressure
of 11.6 kPa (1.68 psi) and a temperature of 20◦C.
1.4 Literature Review
As seen in the previous sections, the batteries are rigorously tested in electrical,
mechanical and chemical domain before they can be certified safe for usage for
the consumer. This thesis focuses on the electrical domain and the tests that are
performed. As stated earlier, the electrical tests include short-circuit test, cycling of
the batteries at various C-rates and also to conduct fast charge/discharge tests.
1.4.1 Standard Test Systems and Challenges
This section expands on the conventional way of testing the batteries followed
by the other challenges faced by battery testers while performing tests.
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FIGURE 1.1: Dissipative Discharge Tester
Figure 1.1 shows a basic block diagram of the conventional battery charge/discharge
method used by the battery testing industry. The battery pack is charged using grid
power via a Constant Current and Constant Voltage (CC-CV) charger and is dis-
charged into a resistive load in a controlled manner [21]. This process is repeated
several times at various charge/discharge rates according to test conditions set by
the engineer. In such a battery testing system, two major problems are faced by the
tester.
1.4.2 Discharge Test - Wastage of Energy
As seen from the block diagram in figure 1.1, the battery under test is charged
using a controlled CC-CV charger. This charger is powered using the grid power.
During discharge test, the battery under test is discharged in a controlled manner
into a dissipative load. This load may be array of resistors or may even be rotary
loads such as motor drives.
The major problem with this type of test method is the wastage of energy. In
order to test one battery cycle, the energy is taken from the grid and is burnt. This
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may seem a small issue but battery testers perform testing on a very large scale
leading to a huge amount of electricity wastage. Another major problem faced is
the amount of heat generated by discharge tests. The batteries are discharged at
very high rates thus producing a lot of heat from the load. This problem too is
tackled using cooling systems which in-turn consume more power from the grid.
1.4.3 Charge Test - Distribution Grid Limitations
The batteries that are tested in a facility are large, both in quantity and energy
rating. Charging such large batteries at a very high rate at the same time demand a
powerful distribution of the grid. The power distribution line is not able to provide
the power needed to charge multiple large batteries with very high rate. Due to
this, the charging process becomes very slow (for large simultaneous batteries) due
to the limitation of the distribution line.
1.4.4 Proposed Solution
A solution to the above mentioned problem has been discussed in this sub-
section. A simple solution might be to have a local storage of a capacity higher
than the batteries that need to be tested. Thus, by capturing major percentage of
the energy at the beginning of time and then using this storage to cycle energy
back and forth to perform tests on the device under test will help save a significant
amount of energy and time.
By cycling energy between two electrochemical storages, the wastage of the
energy can be significantly reduced. Also, the problem of fast charging (grid lim-
itations) and discharging will also be addressed. Since both the devices (device
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under test and the storage unit) are electrochemical, they can operate at high cur-
rent rates. Moreover, if the storage unit is larger than the device that is being tested
by a certain factor, the C-rate from the point of view of the storage unit will be
much smaller as compared to the device under test by that factor.
1.5 Scope of the Thesis
Throughout all the studies about lithium battery charge/discharge tests, the
conventional way has been used resulting in wastage of energy. The scope of this
thesis is on the development of an energy management unit that is able to cycle the
energy between two electrochemical storages in a tightly regulated manner.
1.5.1 Objective of the Thesis:
The aim of this thesis is to introduce a battery to battery energy cycler for battery
pack testing and validation. To implement a bi-directional DC-DC converter to
cycle battery energy back and forth between two batteries in a controlled manner.
Such a system may be used by battery testers to perform cyclic test in an efficiently
manner as compared to conventional systems. The major objectives are enlisted
below:
• Perform review of literature to explore batteries, qualification testing require-
ments and conventional test systems.
• To develop a bi-directional DC/DC converter as a part of the Battery to Bat-
tery Energy Management System.
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• To develop a closed loop control for the system for providing regulation of
test parameters.
• To implement constant-current and sinusoidal current charge/discharge tests
and compare with the results provided by researchers.
1.5.2 Thesis Structure
The thesis has been divided into the following chapters as outlined below:
• Chapter 1: Introduction to batteries
• Chapter 2: Detailed information about lithium cells, batteries and battery
management systems. Various test benches used by other researchers are
also discussed along with their merits and demerits.
• Chapter 3: The proposed system has been expanded upon along with the
design considerations that need to be honoured. The power converter design,
the control strategy and simulations are shared.
• Chapter 4: The proposed battery energy management unit design and con-
cept is validated through hardware experimental results and a board design
for the same is presented.
• Chapter 5: Concludes the findings and contributions of this thesis. The de-
tails of future work that can be carried out are also outlined.
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Chapter 2: Lithium-Ion Battery and Test
Systems
Lithium-ion batteries are widely used in electric vehicles as well as in portable
electronics. The size and configuration of the battery depends on the application
and power rating. They range from 2 cell battery packs up-to thousands of cells
connected in series/parallel configuration or a combination of both. This chap-
ter dives into details about battery packs and their test systems. It starts off with
expanding on a single lithium-ion cell and its specifics. Then, battery packs and
their qualification is discussed. Further, battery test systems, test profiles and their
challenges are discussed. Finally, a battery energy cycler has been introduced and
further discussed in the upcoming chapters.
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2.1 Lithium-Ion Cell
A battery cell comprises of a positive and negative electrode along with a sep-
arator, electrolyte and external terminals. These electrodes are called anode and
cathode and depending on the whether the battery is charging or discharging, they
change signs from positive to negative [22]. For instance, during the charging of
the cell, the negative electrode is the anode. At the anode, oxidation occurs re-
leasing electrons to flow to the cathode. On the contrary, during charging of the
cell, the negative electrode is the cathode where the oxidation happens releasing
electrons to flow to the positive electrode.
The cathode is made up of a metallic film and the anode is composed by carbon
structure. The electrodes are electrically isolated from each other by a separator
and this structure is immersed in a jelly type of a material called as the electrolyte.
The electrolyte is made of lithium salt and organic solvents. Figure 2.1 shows the
structure of a single cell along with the flow of ions.
Lithium-ion cells are manufactured in various shapes and sizes depending on
the application and power and energy rating. During the manufacturing of the
cells, no two cells are identical in terms of electrochemical composition [25]. This
means that no two cells can ever exhibit exactly identical characteristics. The vari-
ous shapes and sizes in which these cells are available are shown in Figure 2.2.
2.1.1 Battery or Cell Terminology
• Types of batteries can be non-rechargeable and rechargeable. Non-rechargeable
batteries are called as primary batteries and they need to be discarded after
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FIGURE 2.1: Lithium-ion cell structure and electrochemical processes
[23]
they have depleted. Secondary batteries are rechargeable with a finite num-
ber of cycles after which their energy holding capacity drastically reduces.
These batteries are used in smartphones, computers, and other portable elec-
tronics.
• Nominal Capacity is the maximum charge that a fully charged battery can
deliver. It is specified by the manufacturer in the datasheet. The capacity is
measured in Ampere-hour (AH)
• C-rate is a normalization of electrical current in terms of nominal capacity.
For example, a 5Ah battery will take 1 hour to full discharge when 1C load
is applied thus in this case, 1C rate is equivalent to 5A. Similarly, if a 0.5C
discharge rate is used, it will take 2 hours to fully discharge the battery and
the current will be at 2.5A.
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FIGURE 2.2: Various shapes and sizes of lithium-cells [24]
• State-of-Charge (SoC) is capacity retained in the battery compared to the
nominal capacity, and it is measured in percentage (%).
• Depth-of-Discharge (DoD) is the capacity consumed from the battery based
in the SoC, and it is measured in percentage (%). It is basically the extent to
which to the battery has been discharged in a particular cycle.
• Terminal Voltage is the voltage being measured across the terminals of the
battery or cell. This voltage is not constant and it is highly dependant on
battery SoC, cycle-life, current and temperature.
• Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) is the terminal voltage measured with no load
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condition assuming that the battery has rested for a period of time. The
changes changes with temperature, cycle life, and temperature.
• Charge Current is the current at which the battery is charging.
• Cut-off Current is current limit defined by the manufacturer in the datasheet
for which the end-of-life reaches.
• Discharge Current: is the magnitude of current flowing out of the battery
and into the load. The manufacturer defines maximum continuous current
and maximum pulse current rating in order to protect the battery from high
discharge rates thus keeping it within safe operation zone.
• Cut-off Voltage is the minimum voltage the battery can operate safely. Once
the voltage reaches cut-off, it means that the battery has discharged fully and
must not be discharged further.
• Nominal Energy is the energy capability of the battery in Watt-hour (Wh)
measured with a full discharge, from 100% SoC to cut-off current at a specific
C rate.
• Specific Energy is the amount of energy per unit of mass (Wh/kg) the battery
can deliver. It is used to design the weight of the battery for range specifica-
tion in electric vehicle design.
• Energy Density is the amount of energy per unit of volume (Wh/L) of the
battery. It is used to calculate the volume of the battery accordingly for range
specification in electric vehicle design.
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• Specific Power is the maximum amount of power per unit of mass (W/kg)
the battery can deliver. It is used to calculate the weight of the battery pack
to achieve specific performances.
• Power Density is the maximum amount of power per unit of volume (W/L)
the battery can deliver. It is used to calculate the size of the battery pack to
achieve specific performances.
• Operating Temperature limits the battery for both charging and discharging
modes. The temperature specifications are well defined in the datasheet of
the battery and must be honoured for safe operation of the battery.
• Cycle Life is the amount of cycles the battery can be cycled before failing.
It is considered that the battery reaches End of Life (EoL) when the battery
capacity is 80% of the nominal capacity.
• Calendar Life represents the aging of the battery when it is stored and not in
use.
2.2 Lithium Ion Battery Packs
The building blocks of any battery pack are single cells. The cells are arranged
into series or parallel strings to get the desired nominal voltage and capacity. The
assembly of series cells increases the nominal voltage of a module and keep the
same capacity, which is rated in Ampere-hour AH. The assembly of parallel cells
will keep the same nominal voltage but increase the capacity in Ah. In a module
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there are usually one or more temperature sensors as well as voltage sense leads
for the BMS to connect to.
FIGURE 2.3: 18650 battery pack with BMS [26]
Figure 2.3 shows the typical configuration of a 18650 cylindrical cells battery
pack. It consists of several cells connected in series, parallel or a combination of
both. The on-board BMS takes takes care of the protection and balance charge and
discharge of the cells [25].
2.2.1 Battery Management Systems
A highly reliable power management system is essential for the safe operation
of electrochemical based storage systems. This is because these types of storage
systems possess high power and energy densities. Mishandling of such systems
may lead to undesirable outcomes and must be handled with care. The imbalance
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between series connected lithium-ion cells in a series connected battery pack is one
of its most common phenomena. This imbalance is the difference in the state-of-
charge of the cells. This is due to the chemical differences in the cell’s electrochem-
istry of its components due to the differences in the cell temperature over the life of
the battery or due to imperfections in the manufacturing process. It is very unlikely
for a manufacturer to fabricate two cells with the exact same characteristics.
FIGURE 2.4: Blocks of a BMS and standard BMS board [27]
The BMS which is in the module and battery pack is the main governing system
for monitoring, maintaining, and controlling the battery. The main responsibilities
of the BMS are to monitor the cell temperature, series cell voltages, module or pack
current, estimate/measure SoC, and perform series cell balancing.
Energy loss of the battery pack is one of the direct effects of cell imbalance.
The energy consumption of each cell in a series connected string varies due to
the previously stated differences. This phenomenon directly affects individual cell
SoC. If cell balancing is not there during charge/discharge process, individual cell
voltages are monitored. So when one of the cell hits its highest or lowest value, the
charge/discharge process is halted [25]. This may result in wastage of a part of the
energy stored in the other cells within the battery pack. The loss of the energy and
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FIGURE 2.5: Unbalanced charge/discharge and capacity wastage [25]
in turn capacity is explained in Figure 2.5. Various cell balancing typologies and
their review is explained in. Hence, a reliable BMS is a key part of any battery pack
[25].
2.3 Review of Standard Battery Test Systems
As stated in the previous chapter, battery testing and certification is a key step
for a battery designer and manufacturer. The battery has tested rigorously by the
certification entity before it can be declared suitable for commercialization. Various
test systems have been presented in the literature for testing of batteries.
2.3.1 Resistive Discharge Battery Tester
Testing of a battery in electrical terms means charge/discharge tests with var-
ious test parameters set by the engineer. The charging tests are done using con-
trolled grid-powered chargers which are able to regulate the charge current. Dis-
charge tests on the other hand are done using a controlled loads. The discharge
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current is dependant on the load connected to it and hence to be able to control the
discharge current, the load must be controllable. Most commonly resistive loads
are used for constant-current profiles [28]. If the charge profile apart from constant-
current needs to be tested, a controlled sink as shown in figure 2.6 is used.
FIGURE 2.6: Discharge test platform from the literature [28]
As seen from the Figure 2.6, a resistive load is used with a controllable switch.
An active semi-conductor device (MOSFET in this case) is used to regulate the
current flowing through the resistive load ’R’. The switch is driven using a function
generator which is capable of generating the current profile that needs to be tested
[28].
Another example of the resistive battery cycler product is the BCT-100 battery
tester manufactured by DV Electronics. It uses grid power to charge the batteries
and discharges them into resistive loads. Moreover, cooling system on the BCT-100
takes more energy from the grid.
Such a test bench even though is economical and simple to implement, it has
two major drawbacks as previously explained. Firstly, the current is limited by an
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active non-ideal switch meaning, it will have power dissipation across it. Also, the
main sink i.e. the resistor load wastes the energy in the form of heat. Secondly,
the current that can be pushed into the resistor load is dependant on it’s maximum
power rating. Hence, even if the active-switch is able to handle that amount of
current, it is limited by the load itself. In addition, there is a requirement for cooling
arrangements to control the generated heat.
2.3.2 Grid Connected Battery Tester
This type of a battery tester is a bit different as compared to the previously
stated method. It makes use of a power converter (grid tied inverter) to feed
the power from the battery back to the grid [29]. The concept of "net-metering"
which involves feeding electricity back into the grid using suitable inverter system
is used. Block of the system are outlined in Figure 2.7.
FIGURE 2.7: Grid connected battery tester [29]
The power converter is essentially a sinewave inverter that is capable of feeding
energy back into the grid. This solution uses grid power to charge the batteries
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so the aforementioned problem of limited distribution is not addressed. Another
problem is the requirement of a large service transformer. If pulse discharge test is
to be run on the battery, special transformers capable of handling the currents will
be needed. This not only increases the cost of the system but also the complexity.
Apart from that, tightly controlled phase-locking must be in place for frequency
synchronization.
2.3.3 Battery Energy Re-cycler
Another battery tester presented in the literature is shown in this sub-section.
This battery tester cycles the energy back into the battery under test. Figure 2.8
shows an overview of the test system [30].
FIGURE 2.8: Sinusoidal Load Battery Energy Re-cycler [30]
It makes use of a sinusoidal load which is able to store the energy during the
positive half of the sinewave and return it back to the battery at the end of the cycle.
The major disadvantage of such a system is that complete discharge tests cannot be
performed. Moreover, the power rating of the passive storage elemenets used to
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hold the charge is limited [30]. Hence, large amount of energy and power cannot
be cycled while keeping the cost and size of the system under control.
2.4 Battery to Battery Energy Management System
To circumvent the issues of energy wastage and limitation of the charge/discharge
rate of the test, a B2B-EMS has been introduced in this section.
FIGURE 2.9: Blocks of proposed Energy Management System
Figure 2.9 shows the basic blocks of the B2B-EMS. The functions of each block
are discussed below:
1. Device Under Test (DUT): The cell or battery which is to be tested is termed as
the device under test. It may be range from a single cell to arrays of batteries.
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2. Energy Storage Unit (ESU): The energy storage unit is nothing but another
battery connected at the system. The role of energy storage unit is to source
and sink the energy to and from the device under test.
3. Energy Manager: The energy manager is the governing body. It is nothing
but a bi-directional DC/DC converter capable of buck-boost operation. Its
role is to tightly regulate the flow of power according to the requirements of
the test.
4. Auxiliary Load: This is an externally connected optional load. It has been
incorporated in the system to assist the discharging process. In case the en-
ergy storage unit is not able to sink the energy, the auxiliary load will be
connected. Use of this load is not recommended because it will burn energy
like the standard test systems.
5. Battery Charger: An external battery charger is used for accounting for the
losses occurring in the power conversion stage. It also assists the energy stor-
age unit in case it is not able to source energy and is powered from the grid.
The idea behind the above mentioned system is to be able to cycle energy back
and forth between the device under test and the energy storage unit in a tightly
regulated manner. The losses that may occur in the power conversion stage will
be accounted from the external charger powered from the grid. Compared to the
standard test systems used, the proposed system will be able to save significant
amount of energy and allow high rates of charge/discharge.
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2.5 Summary
This section started off by introducing a single lithium cell and its components.
The terminologies used in battery systems were also explained. The importance of
a battery management system was highlighted followed by battery testers. Three
battery testers from the literature were stated along with their merits and demerits.
Finally, the proposed battery to battery energy management unit was introduced
and its advantages over other test systems were explained.
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Chapter 3: B2B Energy Management
System
Qualification testing of the batteries is done to determine whether a cell or battery
pack is fit for the purpose for which it was intended before it is approved for use
in the end application. As opposed to the conventional methods of battery testers,
this chapter proposes a battery to battery energy management system capable of
cycling energy between two batteries, thus providing battery energy cycling effi-
ciency. The proposed test system not only allows higher C-rate tests but also helps
save significant energy, thus providing a greener solution for battery testers from
economic point of view.
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3.1 Introduction
Lithium batteries are becoming more and more popular due to their salient
features like extremely high specific capacity of 3860 mAh/g, compact size, high
cycle count, ease of modularizing into battery packs of various shapes and sizes
etc [31]. These batteries are now not only being used in electric mobility but also
in applications like portable electronics, unmanned aerial vehicles and high power
industrial grade equipments.
Before the batteries can be deployed to be used in the end application, they need
to be tested rigorously so as to make sure that they are of the expected quality, per-
form as desired and meet safety criteria. Qualification testing is done to determine
whether a cell or battery pack is fit for the purpose for which it was intended before
it is approved for use in the product. This is done by repeated charge/discharge
tests on the battery with various set parameters until the EoL of the pack.
As mentioned in the earlier chapters, the conventional method of charging a
battery pack is via a grid powered charger and discharge tests are done by dis-
charging the batteries into resistive loads, thus burning the energy in a controlled
manner. The major disadvantage of this type of test system is the wastage of 100%
of the energy in the form of heat during discharge. This chapter introduces a bat-
tery to battery energy cycling system. This system cycles the energy between two
electro-chemical storage devices as opposed to burning it into a resistive load. This
system not only saves energy but also helps to increase the power rating of the tests
that can be performed.
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3.2 Design Considerations
Lithium batteries possess considerably high power and energy densities as com-
pared to other chemistry of batteries. Hence, they need to be operated under
controlled conditions set by the manufacturer [25]. Failing to do so may lead to
catastrophic destruction of property or may cause harm to personnel. A battery
to battery energy management unit needs to be carefully designed according to
the requirement of the battery tester. Various design considerations need to be set
and honoured during the designing process. These design factors are enumerated
below:
1. The first and the most important design consideration is the power rating of
the system. The battery pack’s maximum voltage and current ratings need
to be determined before designing the test system. The voltage of the battery
packs are determined by the number of individual cells connected in series
combination. This is the maximum OCV of the battery pack under full charge
condition. The maximum current rating of the system is determined by the
capacity of the pack and by test operator. In a battery test system, the current
rating is determined by the maximum C-rate at which the battery under test
will be charged/discharged.
2. The second design consideration is the maximum capacity of the battery that
will be tested. The capacity of the battery plays a major role in determining
the maximum rate at which it can be charged and discharged. The maximum
current rating of the battery set by the manufacturer is in direct proportional-
ity with its capacity. This design parameter also plays a vital role for ensuring
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that the test can be performed with good efficiency. This is important because
size of the DUT and ESU will determine how much energy can be shuffled
between the two.
3. The system power converter toplogy is another key factor responsible for
determining the capabilities of the test system. A battery is a device which
has variable voltage during charge/discharge. Hence, a converter capable
of handling buck and boost operations is needed. Also, bi-directionality of
power flow is also necessary for shuffling energy back and forth between the
two batteries. Hence, a bi-directional buck-boost topology was selected for
this operation.
4. The last design consideration that needs to be addressed is the protection ca-
pability of the system. Electro-chemical storage devices need to be used with
appropriate protection gears to avoid damage to the system. The protection
parameters may be over current, over voltage, under voltage, short circuit
and over temperature. Voltage im-balance in the cells of the battery pack is
another protection parameter but is usually taken care of by the on-board
BMS.
3.3 System Design
The battery to battery energy cycler must be capable of charging and discharg-
ing the DUT in a controlled manner whilst being able to accurately log test data.
After determining the design considerations stated above, the next step would be
to choose a suitable power converter for this application.
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The battery pack that needs to be tested may be of any voltage rating within
the limit set by the design considerations. This means that the input voltage of the
power converter will be varying continuously, within a specified range. Similarly
since the output is also connected to a battery, the output voltage will also vary
continuously. Also, the input voltage may not necessarily be greater than the out-
put voltage. So, a power converter which is capable of handling varying voltages
as well as buck-boost operation needs to be used for this application. Apart from
that, the converter must also be bi-directional since the device under test needs to
be charged as well as discharged. So, a controlled bi-directional buck-boost con-
verter topology needs to be designed for this particular application.
FIGURE 3.1: Battery to battery Energy Cycling System
The battery test system has two batteries connected to it. For ease of under-
standing, battery B1 will be considered as the DUT and battery B2 as the ESU as
demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The capacities of B1 and B2 may be same or different
according to the requirements of the test. The ESU can be appropriately sized so
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that it does not have to be changed. In case the ESU is not able to accept or pro-
vide energy to the DUT, external chargers and loads have been incorporated in the
system. Such a condition may arise:
1. During discharging of the DUT : If the ESU becomes fully charged but the
DUT is not yet completed its discharge cycle, we need to burn the excess
energy until the DUT has completed its test. This is because the test being
conducted on B1 is of most importance and should not be interrupted at any
cost for the test results to make sense. Relay RL-4 and RL-3 respectively can
be triggered to disconnect the ESU from the test bench and connect a load
resistance to burn the excess energy. This condition is not recommended as it
involves burning the energy in the form of heat. This can be avoided if proper
sizing of B1 and B2 are done before starting the test.
2. During charging of the DUT : If the DUT is being charged by the ESU and a
condition arises where the ESU is fully depleted but the DUT is not yet com-
pleted its charge test, externaly connected charger can used. This also occurs
when B1 and B2 are not sized properly and must be avoided. The CC/CV
charger may be connected directly to the DUT or via the power converter
depending on the charging current profile being tested.
Protection of the system must also be taken care of in case there is a fault in the
system or any levels exceed the maximum set limit. Relays RL-1 and RL-4 can be
use to disengage the batteries from the test bench. Apart from relays, individual
fuses F1-F2 are also used for over current protection. Additionally, the on-board
BMS of the battery packs ewill also ensure safe operation. Redundancies in protec-
tion systems are necessary while dealing with electrochemical storages.
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3.4 Power Converter and Design
As determined from the previous section, current and voltage controlled bi-
directional buck-boost converter needs to be designed for the proposed system.
Most of the buck-boost converters presented in the literature have bi-directional
capabilities but are not able to buck and boost in both directions. They operate in
either of the modes in a particular direction. Hence for this application, a simple 4
switch converter has been used as shown in Figure 3.2.
FIGURE 3.2: Bi-directional buck-boost topology
The main components of this converter are the four MOSFETs and a power
inductor. MOSFETS S1-S3 and S2-S4 operate as the buck and boost switches re-
spectively. Inductor ’L’ is shared by the two modes and operates in both directions.
Capacitors C1 and C2 are used for stabilizing the voltages in case of switch-over of
the loads.
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3.4.1 Modes of Operation
The converter operates in 2 modes, i.e. the buck and the boost mode. But these
modes function in both the direction. This sub-sections expands on the various
modes of operations of the power converter and explains their significance in de-
tail. As previously stated, B1 is considered as the DUT and B2 is considered as the
ESU.
3.4.2 Buck Mode
If the voltage of the battery that is being discharged is more than that of the one
which is being charged, the converter may need to operate in the buck mode. The
equivalent circuit diagram of the converter in the ON and OFF state of the switch
operating in the buck mode is shown in Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b respectively.
(A) During ON time (Ts) (B) During OFF time(1-Ts)
FIGURE 3.3: Buck Mode of B1
During the ON time (Ts) of the switch ’S1’, B1 supplies power to the load (B2).
Initially, the current is restricted since energy is being stored in the inductor ’L’. As
a result, the load current and the capacitor voltage builds up gradually during this
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time interval. Diode ’Ds2’ and ’Ds4’ are in the off state since they are reverse biased
as shown in Figure 3.3a.
During the off time (1-Ts) of the switch ’S1’, the energy stored in the magnetic
field around the inductor is released towards the load. The voltage across the in-
ductor (i.e. the back e.m.f) is now in the reverse polarity to the polarity during the
on time and sufficient stored energy is available in the collapsing magnetic field to
keep the current flowing for at least part of the time ’S1’ switch is open. The back
e.m.f contributes towards the load current via diode ’Ds2’ as shown in Figure 3.3b.
Once the inductor has returned a large part of its stored energy to the circuit and
the load voltage begins to fall, the charge stored in ’C2’ starts to discharge, thus
keeping current flowing through the load until the next ’on’ period begins.
Similarly, the buck mode also operates when the ESU is being discharged and
DUT is being charged. This condition occurs when the ESU is at a higher voltage
than the DUT. The equivalent circuit diagram of the converter in the ON and OFF
state of the switch operating in the buck mode from ESU to DUT is shown in Figure
3.4a and figure 3.4b respectively.
(A) During ON time (Ts) (B) During OFF time(1-Ts)
FIGURE 3.4: Buck Mode of B2
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3.4.3 Boost Mode
If the voltage of the battery that is being discharged is less than that of the one
which is being charged, the converter may need to operate in the boost mode. The
equivalent circuit diagram of the converter in the ON and OFF state of the switch
operating in the boost mode is shown in Figure 3.5a and Figure 3.5b respectively.
(A) During ON time (Ts) (B) During OFF time(1-Ts)
FIGURE 3.5: Boost Mode of B1
During the ON time of the switch ’S4’, the MOSFET is on thus placing the in-
ductor ’L’ right across the source voltage (B2). Hence, the inductor stores energy in
its magnetic field. The inductor current rises positively and the equivalent circuit
during the ON state is shown in Figure 3.5a. Switch ’S1’ is kept continuously on
while switch ’S4’ is switched using PWM.
During the off time of the switch ’S4’, a sudden drop in the current causes in-
ductor to produce a back e.m.f. in the opposite polarity to the voltage across it
during the ON time to keep the current flowing. Thus, the voltage sources come in
series and produce a higher potential at the output. The equivalent circuit during
this time interval is shown in Figure 3.5b.
Similarly, the boost mode also operates when the ESU is being discharged and
DUT is being charged. This condition occurs when the ESU is at a lower voltage
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(A) During ON time (Ts) (B) During OFF time(1-Ts)
FIGURE 3.6: Boost Mode of B2
than the DUT. The equivalent circuit diagram of the converter in the ON and OFF
state of the switch operating in the buck mode from ESU to DUT is shown in Figure
3.6a and figure 3.6b respectively.
3.4.4 Converter Design
The buck and the boost converters used in this application need to be designed
according to the previously stated design considerations set by the operator. Since
a common inductor ’L’ is used for both the buck as well as the boost modes, it needs
to be designed such that it can operate at the extreme case conditions of operations
during either of the modes. This sub-sections describes the design of the converter
and its components.
3.4.5 Converter Calculations
This section explains the calculations made for designing the power converter.
Since a common inductor will be used for both buck and boost modes, design
needs to be done with respect to the worst case condition of boost mode.
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Duty cycle for minimum input voltage:










VIN × (VOUT − VIN)
∆Il × fs × VOUT
= 120.9uH (3.3)






Input Voltage Range 6-12.6 V
Output Voltage 12.6 V
Minimum Inductance 120 uH
Maximum Output Current 4 A
Minimum Output Capacitance 5398 uF
Switching Frequency 35 kHz
Output Voltage Variation 0.1 %
TABLE 3.1: Converter Simulation Parameters
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3.5 Controller Design
Power converter systems invariably require some kind of a feedback mecha-
nism for its controller operation. For instance, in a typical DC-DC converter sys-
tem, the output voltage v(t) needs to be maintained constant irrespective of any
variations in the input voltage or the change in the load. This is achieved by de-
signing a converter control circuit that varies the converter control input (i.e. the
duty cycle d(t) in such a way that v(t) is regulated to be equal to the fixed reference
value vref.
A DC-DC buck converter with its feedback loop blocks is shown in Figure 3.7.
The feedback system needs to be designed in such a way that the output voltage
is accurately regulated, and is insensitive to disturbances in v(t) or change in load
current. Along with this, the time and frequency response parameters of the control
such as transient overshoot, settling time, and steady-state regulation should meet
the desired specifications.
Modelling of a system is the process of representing a physical system by math-
ematical means. While modelling a system, it is beneficial for the user to model
only the significant aspects of the system while neglecting the unimportant phe-
nomenon. Only the important parameters are considered and others are left un-
modeled for optimal complexity. Thus, the simplified model helps the engineer
to gain physical insights of the system behaviour. That being said, modelling in-
volves the use of approximations to neglect small and complicated parameters of
the system in order to understand which parameters are of most interest.
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FIGURE 3.7: Boost Converter power stage and its feedback loop
3.5.1 AC Modelling
In this sub-section the AC modelling of the boost converter is explained. The












We now make the small-ripple approximation. We replace vg(t) and v(t) with
their low-frequency averaged values 〈vg(t)〉and〈v(t)〉 so equations 3.5 and equation
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3.6 become












〈vl(t)〉Ts = 〈vg(t)〉Ts − 〈vc(t)〉Ts (3.11)











〈vl(t)〉Ts ≈ 〈vg(t)〉Ts − d′(t)〈vc(t)〉Ts (3.14)
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and averaging the input current,
ig(t) = 〈il(t)〉Ts (3.17)
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)− d̂̂i (3.23)
The first set of terms are the DC terms. These are the DC qualities and according
to the volt-seconds and charge-second balance, these terms are zero. Now for the
second order terms, according to small signal approximation, the product of hat
qualities is a very small value as compared to the original values. Hence, these
second order terms can also be safely ignored. Only the first order terms are large
quantities because they are products of a hat quantity and a DC quantity.
3.5.4 Input Current
〈ig(t)〉 = 〈il(t)〉Ts (3.24)
(Ig + ig) = I + î (3.25)
so, Ig = I and îg = î
Using equations, the small signal AC model of the boost converter was derived
in Figure. Using similar steps, the small signal AC model of the buck converter
was also derived shown in Figure.
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3.5.5 Modelling of the Pulse-Width Modulator
So the pulse-width modulator is a circuit that has an analog control signal at
its input. This input is termed as the controlled signal vc and is proportional to
the error generated by the error signal. The function of the pulse-width block is to
generate ON and OFF pulses for the switching converter such that it is proportional
to the control signal.
FIGURE 3.8: A simple pulse-width modulator circuit.
A conventional pulse-width modulator is shown in Figure 3.8. It has a saw
tooth waveform generator (also refereed to as the ramp generator in some litter-
ateurs). It generates a periodic signal whose switching period is the switching
frequency. This waveform generator sets the switching frequency of the power
converter. As seen in the Figure 3.10, the waveform starts at zero and increases lin-
early up-to VM which is the maximum value and then jumps back to zero at the end
of the switching period. This saw-tooth waveform is fed into an analog compara-
tor which compared it with the analog control signal vc(t) shown in red colour. The
comparator produces a logic high signal when the non-inverting signal is greater
than the inverting signal and vice-versa.
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FIGURE 3.9: Waveforms of simple pulse-width modulator circuit.
If the saw-tooth waveform is linear, so it has constant slope, then we can write
that the duty cycle is actually linearly proportional to, to the control input vc(t).
So we can write then, that the duty cycle is the control input divided by the peak
amplitude of the ramp VM as stated in equation 3.26
FIGURE 3.10: Pulse-width modulator block diagram.
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for0 ≤ vc(t) ≤ VM (3.26)
So if we perturb and linearize the above equation,




From equation 3.27 we can observe that the DC or the quiescent value of D =
Vc
VM
and the hat quantity d̂(t) = v̂c(t)
VM
. So the blocks of a pulse-width modulator
is simply a gain with value 1
VM
and in the terms of small signals, v̂c(s) is given at
the input and d̂(s) is obtained at the output. around If there is noise in the control
signal, it may cause undesirable switching in the duty cycle of one period. Hence,
to avoid this condition, a S-R latch is used to limit the unwanted switching.
A sampler is built-in the pulse-width modulator hence we must be aware of the
bandwidth of the control system to be sufficiently less than the Nyquist rate which
is half the switching frequency or half the sampling rate.
3.5.6 The Canonical Model
The DC-DC power converters have a few common goals such as conversion of
voltage and current levels ideally with 100% efficiency, they have low-pass filters
to filter out the ripples and other frequencies and lastly, to be able to control the
converter waveform with variation of the duty cycle.
Hence, we expect that the converter model we are building must address all of
the above basic properties of a power converter. So, we define a canonical model of
the converter for this purpose. The AC equivalent circuit of any CCM (continuous
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conduction mode) PWM DC-DC converter can be manipulated into this canonical
form. This enables us to extract physical insight, and to compare it’s AC properties.
The canonical circuit model is actually a way to solve the circuit for the transfer
functions through circuit manipulations rather then doing algebra on paper. This
sub-section deals with the canonical circuit modelling which is developed based
on physical arguments. The steps involved in development of a canonical model
are enlisted below:
1. The first order property that we need to obtain is the conversion ratio M(D)
with an effective DC-transformer function. The conversion ratio is a function
of the quiescent duty ratio ’D’ as shown in Figure 3.11. We can further refine
the model by considering the role of effective losses which is out of the scope
of this thesis. Thus at this point, we can see that V = M(D)× Vg
FIGURE 3.11: DC transfer model
2. Now we need to consider the variations in Vg as shown in figure 3.12. We
expect these variations to also pass through the same conversion ratio and
cause the same variations in the output. So now the transformer in the model
has an AC component as well as DC as seen in the Figure 3.12.
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FIGURE 3.12: Inclusion of AC variations
3. Now, we have to introduce an effective low-pass filter. The inductors and
capacitors that filter the ripple also filter the variations coming from v̂g. The
effective filter elements may not coincide with the actual values of the filter
components in the power converter design. In a canonical model, we push all
the inductor and capacitors to the output side of the circuit as seen in figure
3.13.
FIGURE 3.13: Reactive elements introduce effective low-pass filter,
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4. Next step is to account for variations in the duty cycle so now it will be rep-
resented as D + ˆd(s) as shown in Figure 3.14. The steady state ’D’ affects
the conversion ratio or the transformer turns ratio whereas the hat quantity
causes introduction of some control independent sources. One voltage and
current source is added with a value of e(s)d̂(s) and j(s)d̂(s). In the canonical
model we push all of the independent sources to the left side of the model.
So now we can predict the line-to-output transfer function and the control-to-
output transfer function. The canonical model parameters for the ideal buck,
boost and buck-boost converters are shown in the Table 3.2.
FIGURE 3.14: Inclusion of ac duty cycle variations.
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Converter M(D) Le e(s) j(s)
Buck D L V/D2 V
R










TABLE 3.2: Canonical model parameters for basic converters
3.5.7 Transfer Functions
The previous sub-sections spoke bout how a physical system can be trans-
formed into an equivalent mathematical model that represents all of the character-
istics of the physical world model. In this sub-section, the focus will be narrowed
down to building of transfer functions which in-turn will be used for controlling
the dynamics of the physical system.
3.5.8 Design-Oriented Analysis
Before designing a control system for a real-world complex system, we need to
make sure that the approach that is being followed is efficient as well as accurate
enough. Some of the problems that a control system design engineer faces are:
1. We have complicated derivations, long equations, and multitude of algebra
mistakes. The designer would like to obtain a physical insight that leads him
to synthesize a good design. The designer would prefer simpler equations
rather than complicated ones to help choose the element values so that the
physical system behaves as expected.
2. The engineer must be able to make appropriate approximations. This helps
to make the design process easier. The engineer will be able to come up with
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a simpler model of how the system works, much more quicker rather than
doing the accurate math. Depending on the requirement, the approximations
can be refined, thus making the model more accurate as desired.
3.5.9 Definitions of Transfer Functions
The model of the power converter consists of two inputs d̂(s) and v̂g(s) and one
output, v̂(s). So the AC output variations can be expressed as the superposition of
the terms coming from the following inputs:
v̂(s) = Gvd(s)d̂(s) +Gvg(s)v̂g(s) (3.28)
We have v̂(s) as the output of the circuit along with the control input (s) and the
power input (s). We can express the output. We can express the output, through
super position as a linear combination of terms that arrives from each of the two
inputs. The control-to-output and line-to-output transfer functions can be found









Now using the small signal model derived previously, we can solve it to the
reduced form and come up with the salient features of the buck and the boost
converter. Both the Gvd(s) and Gvg(s) functions can be reduced to the standard
form as stated in equation 3.31 and equation 3.32 respectively. As seen in equation
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TABLE 3.3: Salient features of the basic DC-DC converters
3.32, it can be noticed that we get a right-half-plane pole in the numerator. Table


















3.5.10 Negative Feedback of Switching Converter
The object of having a regulator is to have a fixed output value. A regulator uses
a negative feedback loop to eliminate variations and disturbances. These variations
include load current variations due to significant step-change in load; variation
in input vg(t) may be 100Hz or 120Hz ripple produced by the rectifier circuit. A
feedback system is needed to measure these unwanted variations and implement
correction action to eliminate them.
The block diagram of a regulator system with small signals is shown in Figure
3.15. As seen from the Figure, a voltage sensing loop has been illustrated where the
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output voltage variation is sensed. The voltage is sensed generally using voltage
dividers that is used to lower the magnitude of the signal.
FIGURE 3.15: Regulator small signal block diagram
A sensor gain H(s) determines the factor by which the sensed signal will be con-
ditioned. An error signal is generated by comparing reference input and the sensed
value which is further fed to the compensator block. The pulse-width modulator is
used to generate variable duty cycle and its modelling was discussed in the previ-
ous sections. The converter power stage gets two main variations in signals. One
is the AC line variation which as stated earlier might come from the rectifier stage
of a system. Other variation is the load current variation due to change in load
conditions.
Now, we can have a closer look at the solution of the blocks shown in Figure
3.15. It can be seen that the following equations can be written by looking at the
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loop:
v̂e(s) = ˆvref (s)−Hv̂(s) (3.33)
and,




If we solve the above above equation by substituting value of v̂e from equation
3.33, we get the following form:














which is of the form of




1 + T (s)
+ v̂g(s)
Gvg(s)
1 + T (s)
− îload(s)
Zout(s)
1 + T (s)
(3.36)
where T (s) = H(s)Gc(s)Gvd(s)/VM = loop gain around the negative feedback
loop.
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3.5.11 Line-to-output transfer function with feedback










1 + T (s)
(3.38)
The feedback reduces the line-to-output transfer function by a factor of 1
1+T
(s).
If T(s) is large in magnitude, then the transfer function becomes small. So the vari-
ations in the output caused by v̂g(s) will also reduce by that factor.
3.5.12 Output Impedance










1 + T (s)
(3.40)
The same argument applies to the variations in the output caused by îload(s) is
reduced by a factor of T(s).
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1 + T (s)
(3.41)
If the loop gain here becomes large, then (1+T (s)) ≈ T (s) and T (s)/(1+T (s)) ≈
T (s)/T (s) = 1. Thus, we can note that the transfer function becomes independent
of the gains in the forward path of the loop and hence the output can be accurately
tracked by tracking the reference value. This means that is the reference is gener-
ated by a voltage divider then it can be kept stable by using resistors having more
accuracy.
3.5.14 Regulator Design
In a typical design of a control system, we have these kinds of specifications and
requirements. First, we have effect of load current variations on the output voltage
regulation. Second, we have the effect of input voltage variations on the output
voltage regulation. Third, we may have some transient response specifications for
which a significantly high crossover frequency is needed and finally we may also
encounter overshoots and ringing which can be addressed by having an adequate
phase margin. So, we need to design a compensator network to modify T(s) such
that all the specifications are met.
3.5.15 Lead (PD) Compensator
Lead compensator is one of the classic kind of compensator networks. The
objective of a PD compensator is to improve the phase margin of a loop gain which
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will be explained in this sub-section.
FIGURE 3.16: Magnitude and Phase Asymptotes of PD Controller
We are aware that adding zero adds a positive phase. Figure shows a plot of a
loop gain that has a DC gain in the beginning, a zero at fz. If we consider that the
loop has only a zero, that means that the gain of the loop goes on increasing as the
frequency increases. This is not practical and hence it must have at least one pole fp
to flatten-out the gain and one more to help roll-off the gain at higher frequencies.
The zero gives us phase asymptotes that extend a decade on either sides of the
zero frequency. Likewise the poles will give asymptotes that go down a decade and
flatten out. The effective phase asymptotes is shown in Figure 3.16. The maximum
phase is shown in by the orange lines. So in order to have the maximum phase, we
need to set the cross-over frequency to this frequency. Since the x-axis is a log scale
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where the geometric mean of the point at which we get maximum phase is
√
fzfp.







The maximum attainable phase margin can be computed by solving the relation
between fz and fp. As stated previously, the mean of
√
fzfp is where maximum
phase can be attained. The relation between the pole and zero frequency with the







So to get the maximum phase at the cross-over frequency fc, we will set the
point of maximum phase fφmax = fc and then evenly spread out the pole and zero











As seen in equations 3.44 and 3.45, fc is the cross-over frequency, θ is the amount
of additional phase that is desired that can be solved to get the values of pole and
zero frequencies.
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3.5.16 Lag (PI) Compensator
The objective of using a PI controller is to achieve better gain at low frequencies
so that we can regulate the loop in a better way to reduce the disturbance at lower
frequencies. The transfer function of a classic PI compensator is expressed as 3.46
in the form of an inverted-zero.
FIGURE 3.17: Magnitude and Phase Asymptotes of PI Controller
As seen from the plot shown in Figure 3.17, the integral action takes place at
lower frequencies and the proportional part is at the medium and higher frequen-
cies. The PI compensator reduces the phase at lower frequencies but we make sure
that the phase at medium-higher frequencies (where the cross-over lies) does not
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get disrupted.




3.5.17 Lead-Lag (PID) Compensator
The combined compensator of proportional-derivative and integral is the PID
compensator. It has all the objectives achieved in the PD and PI compensator to-
gether. A plot for the PID compensator can be seen in Figure 3.18.
FIGURE 3.18: Magnitude and Phase Asymptotes of PID Controller
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Equation 3.47 is shown in the Figure and its components have been highlighted
as well for better understanding. The PD compensator in red gives us the high-
lighted zeros and poles for attaining the phase margin. Another pole at high fre-
quency in blue colour is shown which is used in a practical design to roll-off the
gain at higher frequencies. And finally, the PI compensator in green colour used to
attain increasing gain at the lower frequencies. This compensator is generally used
in a situation having second order system like a continuous-conduction-mode buck
or boost converter.
The cross-over frequency fc will be chosen in the PD compensator design half
way between the zero fz and the pole fp1 to attain maximum phase margin.
3.6 Practical Compensator Design
This section shows the design of the practical compensator which was designed
for the system. The methodologies that were expanded in the previous section
will be implemented. The voltage compensator design for the boost converter is
explained followed by the current compensator. The simulation of these compen-
sators with the actual system parameters is explained in the next section.
As seen previously, the output voltage of the power converter needs to be
tightly regulated. Electro-chemical storage systems have very less tolerance when
it comes to maximum allowable limits. Crossing these limits may case harm to
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the batteries as well as the operator. Hence, a voltage compensator has been de-
signed to help keep the output voltage constant during the constant-voltage mode
of charge and discharge.
FIGURE 3.19: Frequency response of voltage compensator
A lead-lag compensator was designed its open and closed loop frequency re-
sponse is shown in Figure 3.19. The orange plot depicts the magnitude and phase
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asymptotes of the uncompensated plant. It can be observed that the system has a
DC gain of 40.2 dB and a resonant frequency of 88 Hz, beyond which we can see
a two pole slope. A resonance of 36.5 dB is observed at the resonant frequency
with respect to the DC loop gain. Looking at the phase asymptotes, the calculated
break frequencies of 86 Hz and 92 Hz can be observed in the plot where the phase
changes sharply from 360° to 180° over that frequency range.
The blue plot depicts the asymptotes of the open loop lead-lag compensated
plant. A cut-off frequency (fc) of 600 Hz was chosen and it can be observed that
phase compensation is achieved with a phase margin of 46° at fc. The DC loop
gain was also improved as compared to the uncompensated plant. The yellow plot
depicts the magnitude and phase asymptotes of the closed loop plant.
Performance Uncompensated Compensated Closed Loop
Plant Plant System
Gain Margin (GM) -40dB 18.5dB 17.3dB
Phase Margin (PM) -8◦ 46◦ 74.6◦
Gain Cross-over (GCF) 125 Hz 2896 Hz 2900 Hz
Phase Cross-over (PCF) 907 Hz 617 Hz 900 Hz
TABLE 3.4: Parameters of frequency response of compensator
It can be observed that it has a unity gain at low frequencies until the phase
cross-over frequency. The phase asymptotes also indicate a phase margin of 74.6
◦ at 900Hz. The frequency response parameters from figure 3.19 are summarized
in Table 3.4 and the time response of the same is shown in Figure 3.20 followed by
the performance parameters in Table 3.5. The current compensator was designed
using the same approach.
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FIGURE 3.20: Time response of compensator
Performance Values
Rise time (tr) 200us
Settling Time (ts) 2000us
Peak Time (tp) 700us
Maximum Overshoot (Mp) 38%
Steady State Error (ess) ≈ 0%
TABLE 3.5: Parameters of time response of compensator
3.7 Simulation and Results
The battery to battery energy cycler system was simulated using MATLAB’s
Simulink tool. The simulation model for the B2B-EMS. The main modules of the
simulation model are listed below along with their description.
1. Power converter: The power converter is an H-bridge structure with a power
inductor. As discussed earlier in this chapter, it is able to operate in the buck
as well as the boost mode in both the directions.
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It was designed to test two LiFePO4 (lithium-iron phosphate) batteries with
rated capacity of 3Ah, nominal battery voltage of 51.2V, maximum and max-
imum battery voltage of 40V and 59.5V respectively. Switching losses and
the finite turn-on, turn-off times of the available power devices impose re-
strictions on the maximum operating frequency of a power converter. Thus,
the switching frequency, fs of the power converter, is chosen judicially, con-
sidering losses, rating and dynamic performance of the converter. Capacitor
voltage ratings have been chosen to accommodate any possible overshoot
in voltage during switch-over of modes. A fast-recovery diode is connected
across the four power switches for improving the efficiency of the system.
The converter parameters for simulations is enlisted in Table 3.7.
System Parameter Value Unit
Input Voltage Range 40-200 V
Output Voltage 59.2 V
Inductor 1.05/5A mH
Inductor ESR 0.126 Ω
Capacitor Minimum 1027/100V uF
Capacitor ESR 0.1 Ω
Switching Frequency 35 kHz
TABLE 3.6: Converter Simulation Parameters
2. Batteries : Generic lithium-ion battery model from Simulink library was used
for simulation purposes. The battery was rated at 51.2V nominal voltage with
a capacity of 3Ah.
3. Switch-Over Logic: A switch-over logic was developed using switch-case
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blocks to switch between the four modes i.e. buck-voltage,buck-current,boost-
voltage,boost-current. According to the modes, appropriate switches were
kept continuously on or off and PWM was applied to only one switch at
a time. The compensator blocks are placed inside the sub-system of the 4
switch cases.
4. Measurement and Control Panel: A measurement and control panel was used
for data logging as well as to change the set parameters for the battery tests.
Data was logged into .m MATLAB data files and was plotted after completion
of the test.
3.7.1 Bi-directionality Simulation Test
The bi-directionality test was performed to make sure that the system can han-
dle the flow of power in both the directions. The simulation was designed to make
sure that the bi-directionality of the system and the switch-over logic was working
in constant-current mode.
For this test, two batteries - one at 80% state of charge (ESU) and the other
at 50% charge (DUT) were used. The test was run by discharging the ESU from
80% until the DUT charged from 50% to 60% (10% charge). Then, the DUT was
discharged while charging the ESU back to 80%. The test was conducted at 2.5 C
rate and the simulation waveform are shown in Figure 3.21.
The test conducted above was to make sure that the switch-over between cy-
cling modes is smooth. This was done by introducing a dead-time of 100ms to
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FIGURE 3.21: Bi-directionality simulation test (cycling 10% SOC at 2C
rate)
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allow the battery to rest and avoid abrupt change in the current direction. A soft-
start was also implemented to avoid in-rush current in the capacitors connected
across the output.
3.8 Non-Constant-Current Tests
The anode of the lithium cell is made up of lithium atoms stored between sheets
of carbon graphite through a process known as intercalation. The lithium remains
in the stable state when it is surround by carbon in such a fashion. This is because it
is isolated and thus cannot participate in the reactions. In the cathode electrode, the
lithium is intercalation through a complex porous structure. Usually, the batteries
are charged and discharged using a CC-CV profile where a constant current is fed
into the battery until it hits the maximum voltage level, after which a constant
voltage is applied during the charging process.
Many researchers have found out that the CC-CV method of operation of the
battery is not the most optimal way of utilizing the storage capacity of the bat-
tery. Other charge-discharge profiles such as pulse current, pulse voltage, and si-
nusoidal ripple-current have already been proposed [32]. Researchers have made
the argument that the non-constant-current profiles allow more time for the inter-
calation process, thus enabling the ions to uniformly spread over the surface of the
electrode [33]. The discharge current profiles are shown in the Figure 3.22.
As seen from the Figure 3.22, researchers have used non-constant-current pro-
files. The average current of these profiles are shown in red dotted line. Since the
currents are coming down to zero, the average current is less as compared to Con-
stant Current (CC) profile. In this research, a middle-ground between the CC and
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(A) Sinusoidal current profile (B) Square current profile
FIGURE 3.22: Current profiles used by other researchers
the current profiles shown above has been proposed and demonstrated. A biased
current of a fixed value has been used across which a the non-constant-current
profile as shown in the Figure 3.23 has been used. By doing so, the goal of having
a down-fall of the current profile for better efficiency as well as having a higher
average current value is achieved.
(A) Sinusoidal current profile (B) Square current profile
FIGURE 3.23: Proposed current profile for increased average value
Since the current controller can track the reference current value, a sinusoidal
current profile as shown in the Figure 3.23a was simulated. Simulations were
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run using the generic battery model provided by Simulink with rated capacity of
3000mAh at 0.5C discharge and 2800mAh at 1C rate. Tests were conducted using
an average current of 4A for CC and non-constant-current profiles. Table 3.7 shows
the averaged simulation result values of 50 iterations.
Method S S S S CC
Frequency 1Hz 10Hz 50Hz 100Hz -
Discharge Time (s) 2632 2545 2622 2583 2480
Discharge Energy (mAH)(DUT) 2530 2588 2613 2691 2549
Discharge End SoC (%) (DUT) 5.8 5.63 5.28 4.26 8.97
Charge Energy (mAH) (ESU) 2268 2278 2198 2299 2035
Charge End SoC (%) (ESU) 81.01 81.36 78.53 82.11 72.68
TABLE 3.7: Cyclic Simulation Results @ 1.33C rate average current [S
- Sinusoidal ; CC - Constant-current]
It is evident that at 100Hz, we are able to discharge the DUT until 4.26% SoC and
charge the ESU up to 82.11% SoC. This shows that we are able to utilize maximum
energy from the battery using the proposed current profile as opposed to CC profile
which gave an end SoC of 7.3%.
A battery AC impedance analyzer is a device that can be used to determine the
frequency at which the battery exhibits the least AC impedance, thus improving
the energy charge/discharge efficiency [28]. Similar studies have been conducted
using the hardware setup and the simulation results have been validated in the fur-
ther sections. Simulations were done to make sure that the system is functioning as
expected and the proposed current profile helps to increase the battery utilization
efficiency.
The specific current profiles of non-constant profiles were chosen for solely for
the purpose of validating the design of the B2B-EMS. Since, the characteristics of
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the non-constant-current profiles were already discovered by researchers in the
past, the B2B-EMS was used to validate them while being able to conserve energy.
The average value of current in the discharge profiles presented in the literature
had a lower value hence, the newer current profiles were introduced and tested.
The B2B-EMS can be further used to test other current profiles due to its capability
to accurately track the reference current values.
Moreover, simulation tests were performed only for the purpose of validating
the concept and as a proof of design before moving on to hardware setup. Since the
setup uses electrochemical storage devices, they must be used carefully to avoid
damage to property or personnel.
3.9 Summary
In this chapter, a battery to battery energy management system was introduced
along with its design considerations. The power converter design and modes of op-
erations were discussed followed by the design calculations. The controller design
steps were explained in detail with the design of a practical compensator whose
frequency and time responses were presented. Finally, simulation test bench of the
system was introduced with a bi-directionality test. Finally, non-constant-current
tests were performed on simulations and their results were discussed.
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Chapter 4: B2B-EMS - Experiments and
Results
This chapter speaks about the implementation of the B2B-EMS on the hardware
level. Firstly, the test equipments and design of the battery pack is explained. Sec-
ondly, the power converter design has been discussed. The gate driver design is
explained in detail. Third, a printed circuit board (PCB) design, its considerations,
schematic and gerber files are presented. Lastly, the experimental results are show-
cased followed by discussions.
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4.1 Experimental Setup and Equipments
This section show the B2B-EMS experimental setup that was built for validation
of the simulations. It is divided into multiple sub-sections, each dealing with de-
tailed information about various sub-systems. Figure 4.1 shows the experimental
setup.
FIGURE 4.1: 100W B2B-EMS Hardware Setup
Parameter Value
Input Voltage Range 6V - 15V
Output Voltage 12.6V




TABLE 4.1: Experimental Setup Ratings and Parameters
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4.1.1 Cells and Battery Pack
The lithium-ion cells used for experiments were 18650 cylindrical LG-HG2 cells
rated at 3Ah. These cells use LiNiMnCoO2 nickel-manganese-cobolt oxide (NMC)
hybrid chemistry for increased energy capacity. These cells were chosen for the
experimental setup in the interest of economic reasons and for proof of concept.
The following Table summarizes the specifications of the cells.
Cell Parameter Value
Nominal Capacity 3000 mAh
Nominal Voltage 3.6V
Maximum Voltage 4.2V
Maximum Charge Current 4A
Maximum Discharge Current 20A
Weight 48g
Charging Temperature Range (surface) 0◦ ≈ 45◦
Discharging Temperature Range (surface) -20◦ ≈ 60◦
TABLE 4.2: Cell Specifications
A 3S-12.6V battery pack as shown in Figure 4.2 was made using 3 of the above
described cells. The voltage rating was chose to be 12.6V for convenience and
reduced power rating as opposed to the simulations. A 3S-passive balancer was
employed with this battery pack for safety and balancing of the cells.
4.1.2 DC Bench Power Supply
A Rigol DP832A bench power supply was used for initial testing purposes.This
power supply has 3 isolated fully controlled channels rated at 30V/3A, 30V/3A
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FIGURE 4.2: 3S 12.6V 3000mAh battery pack
and 5V/3A respectively. It can be connected to a host PC and can be easily con-
trolled using their command software.
4.1.3 Relay Board
A 8 channel relay board was used for interfacing the battery pack with the test
setup. It was used for automated testing as well as for safety reasons. Over-voltage
and over-current protection was used to trigger the relays in case of fault condition.
4.1.4 External Battery Charger
A Reaktor battery charger was used as an external battery charger/discharger
and tester. This was used solely for making sure that the batteries were charged/discharged
completely before running any tests on them. It is capable of handling currents up
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to 20A and can take up-to 6S configuration. It has a dedicated power and balance
port just in-case the batteries do not have a BMS on them. This charger was not
used during any of the experimental tests.
4.1.5 Power Converter and Gate Drive:
The buck and boost converters were designed again for the new voltage rat-
ings.The gate drive and isolation of the switches is explained in this sub-section.
4.1.6 MOSFETS
A 65C7045 MOSFET from Infinion in the TO-247 package was used as the power
converter switch. This MOSFET was chosen based on its low on-state resistance
and high continuous drain current rating along with economic and availability
reasons. Table 4.3 shows the key performance parameters of the MOSFET.
Parameter Value
Drain-Source Voltage (VDS) 700V
On-state resistance (RDS(on)) 45mΩ
Continuous Drain Current (IDmax) 49A
Gate-Source Voltage (VGS(max)) +-20V
Gate-Threshold (VGS(th)) 3.5V
Turn-on Delay (td(on)) 20ns
Turn-off Delay (td(off)) 80ns
Diode Forward Current (Is) 46A ≈ 60◦
TABLE 4.3: MOSFET Ratings
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4.1.7 Gate Driver:
A TLP-350 isolated gate driver was used for driving the MOSFETS. This driver
was chosen due to its low cost and opto-isolation feature. The details of the gate
driver and its schematic is explained further in this section. The pin-out and key
features of the driver are shown in figure 4.3 and Table 4.4 respectively.




Output Peak Current +-2.5A
Buffer Logic Type Totem Pole
Propagation Delay 500ns
Isolation 3750Vrms
TABLE 4.4: Ratings of TLP350
Figure 4.4 shows the schematic of the gate drive circuit. TLP350 is powered up
with an auxiliary DC power supply which may or may not be isolated from the
other drivers (depending on converter topology and switching). The input side
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FIGURE 4.4: TLP350 gate drive schematic
is opto-isolated from the output. When the switching of the MOSFET is taking
place, during logic high the gate capacitance charges. When there is logic low at
the gate of the MOSFET, the gate capacitance retains this charge and hence slows
down the turn-off of the MOSFET. In order to discharge this capacitance effect, a
fast switching diode (D1) is placed parallel to the gate resistor in the drive circuit.
Resistors (R1 & R3) are used for limiting the drive current whereas resistors (R5 &
R7) are used to help pull-down the logic and avoid false-triggering. Capacitor (C3)
is the power supply decoupling capacitor.
4.1.8 Auxiliary Power Supply:
The gate drive circuitry uses isolation. Hence, the power supply used for pow-
ering up the driver also need to have isolated grounds. Switches S2 and S4 have
a common ground hence they can be powered using a common power source. On
the contrary, switches S1 and S3 are the high side switches which have their own
return path for drive current. Hence, they are separately powered up using two
different sources.
Switch mode power supplies (SMPS) rated at 15V/5A each were used to power
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FIGURE 4.5: Auxiliary Power Distribution
up the gate driver. Three such SMPS were used, one for the lower side switch and
individual supplies for the high side switches.
4.1.9 Sensing and Signal Conditioning:
The B2B-EMS depends on its sensing circuitry to maintain closed loop control
action. This sub-section expands on the sensing system employed in the experi-
mental setup. Figure 4.6 show the schematic that explains the elements that are
being sensed.
FIGURE 4.6: Sensor Placement Schematic
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4.1.10 Voltage Sensing
Voltages VB1 and VB2 were sensed which are also the input and output voltages
of the converter respectively. Apart from them, two currents were also sensed; one
of which was the input current (inductor current) and the other one was the output
(or the load current) current.
FIGURE 4.7: Voltage sensing and conditioning schematic
Voltage sensing was done using resistor divider network. This network was
designed for a maximum voltage of 13V to which gives a full-scale deflection of
3.3V at the output of the divider. This sensed voltage was passed through a unity
gain buffer designed using high slew-rate op-amp chip OPA2340. The OPA2340
chip was powered at 3.3V instead of 5V. This was done so as to protect the ADC
channel in case the voltages cross the maximum value. A schematic of the voltage
divider is shown in figure 4.7.
4.1.11 Current Sensing
For the current sensing, LEM current transducer was used. This particular
sensor was used in this design due to availability and economic reasons. The
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schematic of the current sensing is shown in figure 4.8. The sensor was powered
up using 15V from the low-side auxiliary power supply so that the grounds can be
common. Similar to voltage sensing, a unity gain buffer was used along with filtra-
tion for signal-conditioning purposes. The turns ratio and sensor resistor RM was
chosen such that the sensor is able to give full scale deflection of 3.3V at a current
of 10A.
FIGURE 4.8: LEM curret sensing and conditioning schematic
4.1.12 B2B-EMS Board Design
A 2-layered printed circuit board was designed for the B2B-EMS. It was de-
signed for 70W of power rating because it was limited by the size and cost of the
inductor. EAGLE CAD software was used to deign the schematic and board layout
as shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 respectively.
A populated board of the B2B-EMS is shown in figure 4.11. The various parts
of the board are also highlighted. The TMS320F28069M launchpad board was
mounted was mounted as a shield for debugging and testing purposes. The sys-
tem shown in figure 4.11 was designed only for research purpose and can be made
compact in size for the final version. This can be done by reducing the spaces
between the components and thus increasing the density of the board. Secondly,
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FIGURE 4.9: Schematic of PCB of B2B-EMS
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FIGURE 4.10: B2B-EMS dual layer PCB
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the launchpad can be removed and a standalone chip can be integrated on the
board with dedicated serial communication chips for debugging and burning the
firmware. Moreover, the current sensors and capacitors can be taken off the board
mounted in the enclosure for better cable management and compactness.
FIGURE 4.11: Populated and Tested 70W B2B-EMS
4.1.13 Integrating the Hardware and the Software
The B2B-EMS has been designed such that it can be work as a standalone device
with fixed battery test parameters as well as re-configurable parameters. More-
over, it can also be debugged online, meaning that its parameters and setting can
be changed while the system is running tests on batteries. To do so, an interface
between the hardware and the software is needed so in this case, MATLAB along
with Simulink has been used. The block diagram shown in figure 4.12 illustrates
the interface.
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FIGURE 4.12: Integration of B2B-EMS hardware with Software
As seen in the figure, the B2B-EMS is controlled and monitored using a Texas
Instruments TMS320F28069M launchpad. This launchpad was interfaced with
Simulink via the external debugging mode provided by the software. In this mode,
we can not only flash firmware to the TMS320x chip but also monitor and online
debug it while it is running using serial communication. So, we are able to change
the battery test parameters while the tests are running.
4.2 Experimental Test Results and Discussions
This section presents battery discharge tests using the B2B-EMS by the method
of cycling the energy as opposed to burning. Since the B2B-EMS has tight current
and voltage regulation capabilities, numerous tests can be performed on the DUT.
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Many researchers have performed various tests on battery packs in the past liter-
ature using the conventional methods of testing the battery. In this section, these
tests have been performed using the battery to battery energy cycling concept and
it’s results have been presented.
4.2.1 Constant-Current Discharge Test
This is the most traditional and commonly used charge/discharge profile. In
this profile, a constant current is set for discharging the battery until the minimum
cut-off voltage of the battery is reached. The test was conducted on the battery
packs shown in figure 4.2 for four different C rates and their results are summa-
rized in Table.
(A) 1C discharge (B) 1.33C discharge
FIGURE 4.13: Constant-current discharge currents
It can be noted that as the discharge current is increases, the energy that can
be utilized reduces. Hence, we are only able to obtain 2418mAh at 2C as opposed
to 2923mAh at 0.5C. It is always a trade-off between the charging speed and the
energy efficiency when using a constant current profile.
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C-Rate 0.5C 1C 1.3C 2C
Rated Capacity (mAh) 3000 2800 2800 2700
Discharge Time (s) 6730 3209 2343 1728
Discharge Energy (mAH)(DUT) 2923 2677 2571 2418
Discharge End SoC (%) (DUT) 2.56 4.39 8.17 10.45
Charge Energy (mAH) (ESU) 1830 1652 1608 1450
Charge End SoC (%) (ESU) 61.02 59.4 57.46 53.72
TABLE 4.5: Constant-current cyclic tests at various C rates
4.2.2 Sinusoidal Discharge Test
As discussed in the earlier chapters, using a current profile that has a down-
slope helps the intercalation process and thus we are able to obtain a higher energy
utilization as opposed to a CC approach. To increase the average discharge current
and to get a better discharge energy efficiency, a sinusoidal current as shown in
figure was used.
(A) 10Hz sinusoidal - 1.33C average (B) 50Hz sinusoidal - 1.33C average
FIGURE 4.14: Sinusoidal profiles with average 4A discharge current
From Tables 4.6 and 4.7, it can be observed that we are able to obtain maximum
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Method S S S S S CC
Frequency 1Hz 10Hz 50Hz 100Hz 200Hz -
Discharge Time (s) 2584 2600 2566 2614 2530 2343
Discharge Energy (mAH)(DUT) 2752 2762 2766 2788 2730 2571
Discharge End SoC (%) (DUT) 1.69 1.33 1.2 0.4 2.51 8.17
Charge Energy (mAH) (ESU) 1750 1777 1864 1799 1716 1608
Charge End SoC (%) (ESU) 62.53 63.48 63.6 64.25 61.29 57.46
TABLE 4.6: Sinusoidal discharge with 4A average current (+-0.5A)
Method S S S S S CC
Frequency 1Hz 10Hz 50Hz 100Hz 200Hz -
Discharge Time (s) 2492 2509 2484 2569 2439 2343
Discharge Energy (mAH)(DUT) 2650 2663 2673 2753 2611 2571
Discharge End SoC (%) (DUT) 5.34 4.89 4.82 1.66 6.75 9.17
Charge Energy (mAH) (ESU) 1708 1715 1647 1764 1660 1608
Charge End SoC (%) (ESU) 61.01 61.27 58.83 63.1 59.3 57.46
TABLE 4.7: Sinusoidal discharge with 4A average current (+-1A)
energy utilization at 100Hz of sinusoidal current. The use of a AC impedance an-
alyzer can help determine the optimal frequency at which the battery exhibits the
least AC impedance as stated in the earlier chapters.
4.2.3 Square Discharge Test
Similar to the sinusoidal profile, a square current profile was also used to val-
idate the concept. Similar behaviour of the battery was observed as seen in the
sinusoidal case. From the Table 4.8, it can be noted that at 100Hz, the DUT is able
to discharge up to 2.82% SoC.
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FIGURE 4.15: Square Current Profile with 4A average
FIGURE 4.16: Discharge Energy utilization at 4A average current
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Method SQ SQ SQ SQ SQ CC
Frequency 1Hz 10Hz 50Hz 100Hz 200Hz -
Discharge Time (s) 2465 2498 2437 2513 2391 2343
Discharge Energy (mAH)(DUT) 2578 2645 2696 2721 2641 2571
Discharge End SoC (%) (DUT) 7.92 5.53 3.71 2.82 5.67 9.17
Charge Energy (mAH) (ESU) 1680 1904 1660 1760 1620 1608
Charge End SoC (%) (ESU) 60.1 60.8 59.3 62.84 57.85 57.46
TABLE 4.8: Square discharge with 4A average current (+-1A)
4.2.4 Energy Saving
The major advantages of the B2B-EMS were to be able to handle higher C-rates
of charge/discharge and to be able to save energy as opposed to burning it. The
power converter was tested with full load efficiency of 87.8% when using a fully
depleted battery as the load. Averaged efficiency of harvesting the energy of 64%
was observed across all the tests that were conducted meaning, 64% of the energy
could be harvested back into the ESU per cycle of discharge. Table below uses very
conservative values of estimated energy that was saved during the tenure of all the
experimental test.
Figure 4.17 shows an example of 100kWh battery cycling. Assuming the worse
case energy transfer efficiency of 64%, the discharging DUT will be a able to charge
the ESU upto 64kWh. Now, the ESU will charge the DUT during the charge test
with efficiency of another 64% i.e. 41kWh will be the energy transferred to the
DUT. The remaining 59kWh can be accounted from the grid.
Despite of the power converter having 86% full load efficiency at resistive loads,
energy transfer efficiency of only 64% was observed because of low energy effi-
ciency of the cells used for conducting the tests. Since the cells used were more
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FIGURE 4.17: Example of saving on a 100kWh battery test assuming
worst case energy cycling efficiency of 64%
than 1 year old, discharge energy efficiency of 0.9% was observed. Thus account-
ing for the two batteries (DUT and ESU) and the power converter efficiency, an
overall efficiency of 64% was seen.
Considering the above situation with constant-current and sinusoidal tests hav-
ing energy transfer efficiency of 64%, 4.18 shows th economic saving for 50 cycles
of test for various batteries employed in the current EV market.
FIGURE 4.18: Economic saving for 50 test cycles of various batteries
assuming 64% energy cycling efficiency using the B2B-EMS
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4.3 Capabilities of the B2B-EMS
• To be able to perform charge/discharge cyclic tests on lithium-ion battery
packs.
• Tight regulation of voltage and current reference values for specific current
profiles.
• Ability to function standalone as well as provide online monitoring and de-
bugging options for the test operator.
• To be able to conserve energy as opposed to burning it, thus providing a
better solution for battery test systems.
4.4 Summary
This chapter discussed about the hardware implementation of the B2B-EMS
and its PCB board design. A TMS320Fx series launchpad was used to implement
the standalone closed-loop control of the system along with online monitoring and
debugging capabilities. Various components of the system have been described
with the sensing and signal conditioning circuits for the same. Finally, experimen-
tal data has been presented which pointed out that using a non-constant-current
profile not only allowed the user to yield more energy from the battery but also
allowed higher average currents. The energy that was saved during the tests has
been presented followed by the capabilities of the system. The B2B-EMS not only
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allows the user to use higher C-rates for charge/discharge but also provides a bet-
ter solution for testing of battery packs.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis introduced a battery to battery energy cycler for battery pack testing
and validation. Battery packs are fabricated by combining multiple individual cells
in series and parallel combination according to the requirement of the application.
After designing of a battery pack, its design has to be validated. The most primary
electrical test is the cycling of battery pack. The conventional methods conduct
cyclic tests by charging the battery from the grid and burning the energy into re-
sistive loads during discharge tests. This is an inefficient way of testing battery
packs since the energy is wasted in the form of heat. Another issue arises when
fast charge/discharge tests have to be conducted. Due to the use of grid chargers
and resistive loads, the C-rate at which battery can be tested is limited. This thesis
focused on the development of a battery to battery energy cycler for batteries to
address the aforementioned issues.
A bi-directional DC-DC converter based system was introduced in this thesis.
Since batteries are to be tested, a tightly regulated closed loop system was devel-
oped. A lead-lag compensator was designed for current and voltage control of the
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output. This gives the ability to the test operator to test various charge/discharge
current profiles.
The B2B-EMS hardware setup was developed and tested for CC/CV mode of
charge/discharge. The power converter showed a maximum efficiency of 86%
when a resistive load was used. Cyclic tests for CC as well as non-CC profiles were
done for various C-rates. It was noticed that using the B2B-EMS, 64% of the battery
energy could be conserved during one discharge cycle. Moreover, a non-CC profile
was introduced which allowed to obtain higher energy discharge efficiency while
maintaining high average current values.
Thus, the B2B-EMS concept was able to provide a better solution for battery test
systems from economic as well as capabilities point of view.
5.2 Contributions
• Two major problems of the conventional test systems of limited power rating
during charge/discharge and the problem of wastage of energy in a dissipa-
tive way were pointed out. Solutions to these problems were proposed thus
building a base for motivation to design a battery energy cycler, not only to
increase the power rating of test systems but also to conserve energy.
• A battery-to-battery energy management system was proposed which is ca-
pable of performing the desired charge/discharge tests on batteries in a en-
vironmentally greener manner. A closed loop control with online debugging
and monitoring feature was presented.
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• Use of non-constant-current profile with a fixed average value of current was
implemented to bridge the gap between CC profile and other non-constant-
current profiles that yielded a lower average current.
5.3 Future Work
• The B2B-EMS was designed and tested only for conducting tests on a single
battery pack. The design of the system can be further improved where-in
multiple batteries can be tested simultaneously. The capability of handling a
network of batter packs able to charge/discharge in a controller manner can
be implemented.
• Since the B2B-EMS is capable of accurately tracking reference voltage and
currents, the current requirements of various drive cycles can be computed
and fed into the system to imitate a vehicle. A virtual driving bench can
be designed wherein a driver can drive the vehicle using a simulator whilst
discharging real batteries according to the drive profile of the driver.
• A multi-port power converter topology can be researched and multiple en-
ergy storage units can be deployed. The system can be made modular to
increase the power handling capability.
• Other energy storage elements such as capacitors and super-capacitors can
be employed for providing pulse charge/discharge tests. A hybrid system
capable of handling multiple batteries and storage elements can be designed
to achieve higher energy as well as power capability.
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• The battery test system presented in this thesis provides a rudimentary data
acquisition system for getting the parameters of the test results. A sophis-
ticated data acquisition system capable of providing better post-processing
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